Summer 2019
Updates on the Work
GURU ANGAD
PUBLIC SCHOOL IN DELHI
Most of the children TIG supports in Delhi attend Guru Angad Public School. Guru Angad is a Sikh school founded
in 1982 and all of the TIG supported children who attend it
are Hindu. By Indian law, public schools cannot discriminate
by religion or caste.
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Determining which school the children attend is a collaborative decision between TIG
and their parents. We prefer schools that are
in close proximity to where our families live
so transportation isn’t an issue and parents
can easily attend school events and conferences. We want teachers and administrators
who treat the children and their parents with
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respect despite the family’s
caste or religion. If possible, we look for schools that
have a pre-school through
12th grade education to
provide consistency. We
prefer low student teacher ratios (Guru Angad has a ratio of
24:1). And we want schools that cooperate by providing
us as much information as possible during our visits on the progress of
the children. Such is the case with Guru Angad Public School in Delhi.
The school is an English medium school offering most of its instruction
in English though classes are also offered in Hindi and Punjabi as well
as a full curriculum of science, math and history. In high school, students choose between a science, business or humanities track in preparation for university or work. All of the Delhi children are currently in
elementary grades, however, thirteen-year-old Rohit, the oldest of the
Delhi children, will be in high school in the next few years and he will hopefully become our first Delhi high
school graduate.
Click here to visit Guru Angad Public School’s website.
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MEET ONE OF TIG’S DELHI FAMILIES
Rohit is the son of Rakha and Raju and the oldest child
in his family. His sister, Anjali is a year behind him in
school, their brother, Saurabh will
be in 4th grade
this year and sixyear-old
sister,
Sonakshi began
school this year.
Your donations
to TIG pay their
school tuition
and
tuk-tuk
transportation
to and from
school
and Just outside the family home
in Delhi
tutoring, buy
their required summer and winter
school uniforms, and pay for the tutor who
meets with them at her house to make sure
they make progress in their classes.
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Saurabh, 7

Sonakshi, 6

Anjali, Raju, Uncle Baba, Sonakshi, & friends
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